ROLE:
Program of public debate:
Opening - introduction of the public debate and participants
(5 min.)

MODERATOR
Peter/Petra

PARTICIPANTS:
Ing. Michal/Michaela ( Local councilor)
Ing. Marcel/Marcela (Local government representative )
Mgr. Martin/Martina ( Local community representative )

Ing. Miroslav/Miroslava, PhD (Environmentalist)
Ing. Ivan/Ivana (Investigative reporter )
Resident of the local community )
Information about the game:
Instruments of participants are differentiated by colour
- Foreign developer (as well piers with ships)- green
- Local developer- red
- Local councilor- black
- Green areas (can be used for each participant)- pink
A. Deal cards with roles among participants (10 min. study the
role)
B. Introduce the system of objects placement into the model
C. When participants are familiar with points A and B the play
starts wit the program of public debate

Introduction of the discussion:
7.

1. Introduction (15 min.) /Information in parentheses are for
the moderator only- what should role present/
Gradually invite into the discussion:
- Local government representative (delivers information
from the Economic and Social Development of the city,
presentation of the land-use plan)
- Environmentalist (presents landscape elements (alley))
- Local councilor (inform participants about height limits in
the site)
- Local and foreign developer (presentation of development
projects)

2. Requirements on the area and discussion
(invite participants to present all the requirements and then
start the discussion)
- Investigative reporter presents article about the local
developer and publish a photo documentation of foreign
developer at the meeting with local councilor
- Local councilor presents the idea of a low-rise
administrative buildings
- Environmentalist insists on underground parking areas
- Local government representative requires preservation of
industrial heritage
- Resident of the local community requires more parks and
greenery in the area
Conclusion- evaluation of the discussion and final vote on the final
project

ROLE:

TOOLS:

LOCAL
COUNCILOR

1. Land-use plan of the city

Ing. Michal/Michaela

8.

ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS :
- head of the planning and building regulations
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:
- skeptical and less optimistic
- loss of faith functionality of the system, finding "alternative ways" for
project coordination

Desired conditionLow-floor office center

GOALS IN GAME:
Introduction
- Present the vision for the zone development
- Inform about height limit of the zone
- In case of corruption allegations- interpret the meeting with a foreign
developer as an informal consultations
- To compare projects with planned vision for the zone
- To promote functional and spatial arrangements of the zone according to
the land-use plan of the city
- To find out aims of the developer for the neighbourhood, in case he will be
given land and a possibility to build
- To identify the transport and parking situation
Expression to be used:
The project is/ is not consistent with the current land-use plan of the city...
The project does not fullfil the height limits of the zone...
Development zone is/ is not for the benefit of the city...
Zone development is missing traffic and parjing solutions...

2. Vision of urban zone
"Modern living with a touch of history"
3. Limitations for the hight of buildings height:
1. Office buildings: maximum 15 overground
2. Development estate Housing: maximum 10 overground + roof deck

ROLE:

TOOLS:

LOCAL
DEVELOPER

PROJECT VISUALIZATION

1.
2.

4.

ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS :
- director responsible for the comprehensive management of the company

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:
- polite and elegant behaviour
- successor of a local family rundevelopers company
- publicly known established company from previous projects

A.
B.
C.

GOALS IN GAME:

11.

Description of the project

A. Polyfunctional centre
Introduction
- The combination of residential complex and shopping centre (7 overground)
- If accused of incredibility- insist on presented opinions in the press, to stress the will provide at the moment absent amenities and services
cessation of the police investigation
- Increased attractivity for weatlhier residents interested to buy properties with
- Believe in the correctnes of the proposed development
high architectural values
- Answer questions
Press:
OWNER EXPRESSION
B. Administrative centre (AC)
Expression to be used:
"Department of relations
- Increased atractivity of the area and improved image of corporate clients
with public was claimed, that
they don't know about any
- Modern administrative center (12 overground) will increase the local
investigation and everything
Based on the knowledge of the local environment / market...
is all right."
employment rates
The absence of a multifunctional center in the surrounding areas...Later they confirmed this
- Provision of facilities for sub-deliveries of local campanies for operation of
investigation, but underlined
Adaptation of the height to the existing administrative zone...
also his suspension.
buildings
Respect values of the local population...
But company considered this
project as very successful.
C. In-door sports centre
- Will be used for public sports activities
- Target group youths, able to spend their leisure time effectively (especially
during winter and rainy days). This might potentially lower the crime rate in
the area
- Spaces for organizing social and cultural events (e.g. music concerts)
- Use of parking spaces on the roof

ROLE:

TOOLS:

LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
REPRESENTATIVE
Ing. Marcel/Marcela

1. Land-use plan of the city

9.

ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS:
- responsible for land-use planning at the city level
- control of investment activities
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:
- sophisticated, good communicative skills
- less passionate for local development, but very interested in the
infuence and ties to the whole system of the city
GOALS IN GAME:
Itroduction
- To introduce outputs from the Program of Economic and Social
Development to participants
- To present/ describe the context of the site within the area
Requirements on the area
- To find out what is the profit/ benefits/ impact on the whole city
- To present the requirement for maintanance of the industrial
heritage site (brownfield) and to insist on the integration to the
new structures into the development projects
Expression to be used:
Land-use plan of the city admits...
According to the Program of Economic and Social Development of
the City...
To revitalise the brownfield will lead to/ be achieved...

Land -use plan describes the location and situation of development as:
1: Administrative and multifunctional center of the district/ zone
2: Mixed: administrative and residential zone
Broader relationship
Solved area is located in the northern part of the city, which is
characterized by a resident function. Access to the city is provided by bus
with a view to the future construction of metro line C. Zone is within 15
minutes by motor transport available regional trade center, basic
amenities in the form of hospitals, shops and post offices. Highway is
available through local roads (25 minutes). International airport is a
45-minute away, and the main bus and railway station 20 minutes away.
Area is traced no technical infrastructure higher importance.
2. Economic and Social Development of the city
This strategie document describesthe revitalization of the brownfield zone
and its transformation into a new sports and administrative centrum of
the district.

ROLE:

ROLE:

RESIDENT
OF THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY

LOCAL
COMMUNITY
REPRESENTATIVE

%F.DURO.DUROtQD
ROLE DESCRIPTION:
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:

5.

Mgr. Martin/Martina
ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS:

- thoughtfull and interested in the life of the district
- simple man, without expert knowledge on terminology and
processes of land-use planning (including development projects,
environmental impacts,...)

- Corporate consulting, Price Waterhouse Cooper
- activist

GOALS IN GAME:

- humble, with principles
- ensures the urban safety of the community
- appreciates projects deriving significant benefits for residents

- To find out from developers about the project will bring to the
local people
- To ask about parking places, transport connections and
intensification of the traffic
- To insist on allocation of a park or greenery in the area of the
construction site (use green areas)
- To investigate the possibility of age of the sport hall (free
admission, accesibility,...)
Expression to be used:
The increase of the noise...
The increase of the traffic...
Residents will lose the view on the river...

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:

GOALS IN GAME:
1DYUKQ~ĢY\WYRUHQLHFHQWUiOQHKRSDUNX Y\XåLĢQiVWURM]HOHQp
plochy)
3UHVDG]RYDĢUHYLWDOL]iFLX~]HPLDVR]DFKRYDQtPþDVWLEURZQILHOGX
äLDGDĢRUR]ãtUHQLHSRQXN\ãSRUWRYêFK]DULDGHQt
3UHIHURYDĢSRG]HPQpSDUNRYDFLHPLHVWD

6.

COMPANIES AND MARKETS
ECONOMIC NEWS

Illegal buildings of developers

Zdroj: http://th05.deviantart.net/fs31/PRE/i/2010/179/7/7/Residential_Complex_by_aa_abdullatif.jpg

Bratislava, Brno, 25.12. 2009

Oftentimes, developers are doing whatever they want sounded opinions from asked people from opinion poll by
agency QUERI on developers projects. As example is also one
project of revitalization Wolter area in Brno.

PROBLEM

Project

M

iddle Europe investigation gruop

led by Mr. Julius/ Ms. Julie expand of portfolio
their projects in Czech Republic- this company
bought former area of Wolter area in Suchonice
from Blue Group Company and on this place,
their built modern city zone. After agreement of
both sites, specifics of transaction will not be
published.
Former area Wolter Factore was for the
most part demolished and thanks to its size and
location, it has big development potencial. On
this place, which size is 172 thousand sq m, was
reinvested more than 200 milion euro.
"We consider Wolter area as one of the
best brownfields in Brno. There is excellent traffic
access and it freely follows on residential area
Kozinky. In future, we would like to build there
new modern city zone" said Jurak Borik, director
real estate division of company, which belongs to
Mr. Julius/ Ms. Julie.

B

rownfield revitalization project was

definedas black construction because of more
reasons. In the early stages, project faced charges
because of unauthorized building construction.
Police are dealing with this case. Police
spokesman confirmed, that prosecutions have
been brought to unauthorized building
construction. He added, that anyone was
charged, but contravener could spend two years
in prison. But the owner of land, Mr. Julius,
thinks, that he doesn't infringe law. He said: "The
investigation was stopped." Currently is in
progress procedure, that is determined to
additionally legalized or has to be liquidated.
Development zones were also faced criticism
because og ignoring first bracket of protection.
Third problem was contravention, or ignoring
high limits og regulation of zone. The limit 15
overground floors was exceeded by three

4.

OWNER EXPRESSION
"Department of relations
with public was claimed,
that they don't know
about any investigation
and everything is all right."
Later they confirmed this
investigation,
but
underlined
also
his
suspension.
But company considered
this project as very
successful.

ROLE:

TOOLS:
1. Green areas

ENVIRON-

C

MENTALIST
Ing. Miroslav/Miroslava, PhD

A
B
1.

ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS :
- landscape architect
- practitioner of environmental projects and reviews

A
B

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION :
- open and communicative person
- his main goal is to participate in the design of his country, taking
into account minimum impactand contamination/pollution of the
environment
- disagreement with the expressed sharp criticism of proclaimed and
concealed impacts on the environment of development projects

One of the main objectives
of an environmentalist is the
preservation of green areas.
They may become public
areas, important elements
of biodiversity, as well as
symbols of the landscape
scenery and life style.
One of the goals is conservation avenues.

GOALS IN GAME:
Introduction
- To introduce participants with existing alleys by the river
- Listen to individual project proposals
Requirements on the area
- To fight for preservation existing of alleys by the river
- To require the integration of green space in each development
project ( use the green areas)
- To insist on underground car parking spaces
- to require passive energy solutions in development projects

2. Questions:
Was administration survey conducted of the supposed environmental
burdens?
Did brownfield contaminate groundwater?
If does, what measures have been implemented to prevent of
removing contaminants?
Expression to be used:
Increasing the percentage of green areas will lead to...
Conservation of the natural heritage...
Developed green areas will increase...

ROLE:

TOOLS:

FOREIGN
DEVELOPER

PROJECT VISUALIZATION

1.
3.

ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS:
- Managing Director of Naftenko International
- Director of Real Estate Division

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:
- educated, successful and confident
- sophisticated and communicative (likes to defend his views and solutions)
- polite

A.
B.
C.

10.

GOALS IN GAME:
Description of the project
Introduction
- Presentation of the project (describtion of individual objects of the development administrative center, housing estate with a yacht club and a multifunctional
stadium) with allocation- see tools
- When accused of corruption- interpret the meeting as an informal consultations
- Believe in the correctnes of the proposed development
- Answer questions
Expression to be used:
Preservation of the brownfield cultural heritage and its
incorporation into the yacht club and sports center...
The project is in accordance with current land-use plan of the city...
Energy efficient and certified soluzions of individual objects (LEED certificates)...
Increasing the image of the area...

A. Housing estate with a yacht club
- Architectionally interesting residential complex (7 overground) with a nearby
yacht club ( 3 overground) would be an exciting option for a high society/wealthy
clients
- Spacious large flats combined with the yacht club will merge with the existing
housing area and providing to the residents a good alternative to spend their
leisure time. It will increase the image and attractive ness of the area
- Spaces in the complex will be used for parking spaces
B. Administrative centre
- Expansion of the administrative centre with modern premises of energetically
efficient objects with a certificate (Highest administrative building- 15 overground)
- Increase of job opportunities by bringing business clients into the area
- Benefit from the multifunctional part of the centre with various and services
C. Multifunctional stadium
- The addition of the stadium will be appreciated by the sport fans and enthusiasts
who will spend their leisure time here
- Sports museum will be a part of the stadium
- The stadium premises of will be used by local football club that is currently using
rented grounds

ROLE:

TOOLS:

INVESTIGATIVE
REPORTER

1. Articel from Economic news
COMPANIES AND MARKETS
ECONOMIC NEWS

Illegal buildings of developers
Ing. Ivan/Ivana

2.

ROLE DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS:
- reporter / journalist responsible for research, verification and
dissemination of information
- highlights issues are important to society

Article from Economic news
documenting the credibility of the
local developer.
- introducing the article to others
presenters
- questioning the reliability of the
developer
- "How can the local residents be
sure that there will not be any
more of similar illegitimate/
unlawful precesses?"

Zdroj: http://th05.deviantart.net/fs31/PRE/i/2010/179/7/7/Residential_Complex_by_aa_abdullatif.jpg

Bratislava, Brno, 25.12. 2009

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION:

Oftentimes, developers are doing whatever they want sounded opinions from asked people from opinion poll by
agency QUERI on developers projects. As example is also one
project of revitalization Wolter area in Brno.

M

-

analyst, likes to work on his own
purposeful, courageous and passionate
likes to reveal thr "hidden"
suspicious and tends to believe in conspiracy theories

GOALS IN GAME:

PROBLEM

Project

iddle

Europe

investigation

gruop led by Mr. Julius/ Ms. Julie expand of
portfolio their projects in Czech Republic- this
company bought former area of Wolter area in
Suchonice from Blue Group Company and on
this place, their built modern city zone. After
agreement of both sites, specifics of transaction
will not be published.
Former area Wolter Factore was for
the most part demolished and thanks to its size
and location, it has big development potencial.
On this place, which size is 172 thousand sq m,
was reinvested more than 200 milion euro.
"We consider Wolter area as one of
the best brownfields in Brno. There is excellent
traffic access and it freely follows on residential
area Kozinky. In future, we would like to build
there new modern city zone" said Jurak Borik,
director real estate division of company, which
belongs to Mr. Julius/ Ms. Julie.

B

rownfield

revitalization

project

was definedas black construction because of
more reasons. In the early stages, project faced
charges because of unauthorized building
construction. Police are dealing with this case.
Police spokesman confirmed, that prosecutions
have been brought to unauthorized building
construction. He added, that anyone was
charged, but contravener could spend two
years in prison. But the owner of land, Mr.
Julius, thinks, that he doesn't infringe law. He
said: "The investigation was stopped."
Currently is in progress procedure, that is
determined to additionally legalized or has to
be liquidated. Development zones were also
faced criticism because og ignoring first bracket
of
protection.
Third
problem
was
contravention, or ignoring high limits og
regulation of zone. The limit 15 overground
floors was exceeded by three overground

OWNER EXPRESSION
"Department of relations
with public was claimed,
that they don't know
about any investigation
and everything is all right."
Later they confirmed this
investigation,
but
underlined
also
his
suspension.
But company considered
this project as very
successful.

- To undergo "interrogation" by developers and get as much
information as possible about projects
2. Photo documentation
- To use news article against local developerto insist on explanation
How to explain foreign developer meeting
of illegal ways of construction
with local officials outside the office
- To face for foreign developer with a photo documentation from
premises?
meetings with local authority staff
- To follow opinions of discussants in case of constant opinion
change to question plausibility of arguments
Expression to be used:
Did you meet with...
How do you explain...
I think that you're trying...
Why don't you respect...
You have faced police investigation for...

Broader relationship
Solved area is located in the northern part of the
city, which is characterized by a resident function.
Access to the city is provided by bus with a view
to the future construction of metro line C. Zone is
within 15 minutes by motor transport available
regional trade center, basic amenities in the form
of hospitals, shops and post offices. Highway is
available through local roads (25 minutes).
International airport is a 45-minute away, and the
main bus and railway station 20 minutes away.
Area is traced no technical infrastructure higher
importance.
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